Using Python and H5Py with Freeze/Thaw HDF5 Granules

Download H5Py
Download location: http://code.google.com/p/h5py/downloads/list
Windows Users:
Download the appropriate Windows Installer Package
Linux Users:
Use the appropriate UNIX Package

Opening and using Freeze/Thaw HDF5 Granules with H5Py
1) Open your preferred Python IDE (Integrated Development Environment) and load the F/T
Granule. An example is displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1

2) After the F/T Granule is open, you can look at the all of the groups within the F/T granule
using the keys() function. Groups are the containers of the HDF5 file that hold associated
datasets. The F/T Granule contains two groups: DATA and METADATA. Once all of the HDF5
groups are listed using the keys() function you can now view all of the datasets within each
group. The F/T dataset and associated datasets are located within the DATA group. You can list
all of the datasets within the group using the same keys() function mentioned above. Each F/T
Granule contains three datasets: FT_SSMI, cell_lat and cell_long. The FT_SSMI dataset is the F/T
data while the cell_lat and cell_long datasets are the geographical location of each pixel.
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If you want to view the global F/T dataset you can do this by opening the FT_SSMI dataset. Use
can use the print command (print dataset in Figure #2) to see the number of rows and columns
with the F/T dataset and well as the data type. You can also view the contents of the dataset by
printing an array dataset[0:,0:]. With this knowledge one can now begin to query data using
array functionality. The most recommended Python Array Package is NumPy
( http://new.scipy.org/download.html). A step by step example is displayed in Figure 2.
Figure 2

Viewing Freeze/Thaw HDF5 Metadata using H5Py
1) Each F/T Granule contains collection level metadata and the dataset level metadata. The
metadata within the F/T Granule uses the NetCDF Climate and Forecast (CF) Metadata
Conventions. You can view all of the F/T Granule metadata using H5Py. Once the HDF5 file is
open you can select the METADATA group instead of the DATA group. Once the METADATA
group is selected you can select the metadata using the attrs() function. If you want just view
the metadata fields you can use the keys() function. If you want to view the metadata fields
and value associated with that field you can use the items() function. The example in Figure 3
allows you to view the collection level metadata. If you want to view the dataset metadata
follow the same steps except select the appropriate dataset. A step by step example is
displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

Python Packages mentioned in this Tutorial
H5Py – http://code.google.com/p/h5py/
Python interface to the Hierarchical Data Format Library Version 5
NumPy – http://numpy.scipy.org/
Python scientific computing package
Useful Documentation
H5Py – http://h5py.alfven.org/docs/guide/quick.html
Quick Start Guide
NumPy – http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/
Users Guide
Contact
joe.glassy@ntsg.umt.edu

